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Abstract
This study delves into the task of aligning Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) and Large Language Models (LLMs) to societal and ethical norms by using theoretical frameworks derived from social science and robotics. The expansive adoption of AGI technologies magnifies the importance of aligning AGI with human values and ethical boundaries. This paper presents an innovative simulation-based approach, engaging autonomous ‘digital citizens’ within a multi-agent system simulation in a virtual city environment. The virtual city serves as a platform to examine systematic interactions and decision-making, leveraging various theories, notably, Social Simulation Theory, Theory of Reasoned Action, Multi-Agent System Theory, and Situated Action Theory. The aim of establishing this digital landscape is to create a fluid platform that enables our AI agents to engage in interactions and enact independent decisions, thereby recreating life-like situations. The LLMs, embodying the personas in this digital city, operate as the leading agents demonstrating substantial levels of autonomy. Despite the promising advantages of this approach, limitations primarily lie in the unpredictability of real-world social structures. This work aims to promote a deeper understanding of AGI dynamics and contribute to its future development, prioritizing the integration of diverse societal perspectives in the process.
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1. Introduction
The increasingly pervasive role of AI, especially natural language processing (NLP), signifies a new frontier of technological development. AI-driven applications like Generative Pretrained Transformers (GPT) pioneer transformations across society [1]. As reliance on such AI systems rises, so does the challenge of adapting these models to human values, prompting deeper research and development.

Despite rapid advancements, achieving full controllability and value alignment with AI is a notable hurdle, especially with large-scale neural networks [2]. The rise of powerful AI models like GPT further amplifies concerns about their ethical alignment, controllability, and unpredictability [3]. This pressure intensifies the exploration of better testing and mitigation strategies [1].

Large Language Models (LLMs) are artificial intelligence (AI) programs capable of language generation, translation, question answering, summarization, and code generation [4]. Unlike traditional AI models, which are trained on specific datasets and for particular tasks, LLMs are trained on diverse internet text content. They have demonstrated performance in a wide range of tasks and languages without any task-specific training [4], a capability that resonates with the concept of artificial general intelligence (AGI).

AGI refers to a type of AI with cognitive capabilities that can successfully understand, learn, and implement intellectual tasks equivalent to those of a human being [5]. Contrary to traditional AI that is limited to expert-level competence in specific tasks, AGI can understand, learn, and adapt to any intellectual task that can be performed by humans [5]. The universality of this ability in AGI is often considered as both beneficial and dangerous. While it promises extensive progress and efficiency in virtually all fields of life, it also imposes significant risks related to misuse and unintended consequences.

Aside from text generation, sophisticated Large Language Models (LLMs) also exhibit the capacity to simulate understanding of inquiries and perform complex cognitive tasks [6]. Among numerous platforms, OpenAI’s LLMs stand out due to their potential for fine-tuning, making them compatible with a wide range of use-cases. This adaptability sets the stage for their comprehensive influence and application across diverse fields. OpenAI continues the development of Artificial General Intelligence publicly while devising strategies that ensure AGI’s safety and alignment with human values [7]. On the other hand, LLMs can be given various degrees of autonomy while creating multiple agents with different
prompts capable of interacting with each other [8].

AI Alignment represents the proposition of ensuring that the behavior of AGI system is congruent with human intentions and values. As Bostrom [9] argues in his book “Superintelligence,” it is incredibly challenging to specify what is meant by human values in a way that an AI can understand. The alignment of AGI is considered crucial due to multiple reasons. The development of AGI might lead to an intelligence explosion where AGI surpasses human intelligence. If such a situation arises, it is important to ensure that AGI is beneficially aligned and promotes the interests of humanity [9]. Moreover, poorly aligned AI could result in negative ramifications if it can impact significant resources or make autonomous decisions. Hence, dedicated research is needed to ensure that AGI development is carried out responsibly and with necessary precautions.

AI and AGI advancements come with benefits, complexities, risks, and ethical challenges. With traditional risk management methodologies proving inadequate, there’s a shift towards exploring more multi-layered methodologies [10]. The unpredictability of AI and AGI systems poses risks, underpinning the necessity of embedding human values and ethics into AI systems [3]. Transparent, accountable AI systems developed with public involvement are advocated by scholars like Véliz [11] and Whittlestone et al. [12], leading to the democratization of technology. The unification of social science theories and technology offers a promising path for developing socially-responsible AI and AGI [13, 14].

This paper delves into the potentials and challenges of AI and social robotics theory convergence for aligning AGI and LLMs. It explores theories and their application in AI alignment, demonstrating their relevance in simulation-based approaches within a digital city environment. The paper concludes with reflections on limitations and directions for future research, essential for ensuring AGI technologies are effective, secure, and uphold societal values.

2. Theoretical framework

Exploring social science and robotics theories can provide critical insights for testing and aligning Large Language Models (LLMs) and artificial general intelligence (AGI). The complexity of LLMs and AGIs demand a stringent, theory-based approach [13]. Social science theories aid in understanding and predicting AI behavior [15], while robotics theories provide essential insights on machine ethics and multi-agent system operation for AGI design and refining [16].

Incorporating social science theories in AI research grants a lens for understanding AI alignment and behavior. The relevance of Social Simulation Theory and Theory of Reasoned Action is considerable. Stemming from the Computational Social Science spectrum, Social Simulation Theory leverages computational methods for simulating and analyzing social dynamics, thus driving tests for large language models and better aligning AI behavior to social norms [17, 18]. However, representing the unpredictable nature of real-world social systems in abstract computational models is a significant challenge, limiting the theory’s accuracy and applicability [19].

The Theory of Reasoned Action, from social psychology, asserts that intentions drive behavior, influenced by attitudes towards the behavior, norms, and perceived control [20]. While originally for understanding human behavior, it can guide AI behavior modeling, influencing AI intentions via programmed norms and attitudes, and helping align AI actions with societal values [21]. However, the challenge lies in replicating the complex nature of human emotions and irrational behavior in AI, emphasizing the need for a multifaceted AI alignment approach.

Asimov’s Laws of Robotics and The Uncanny Valley Hypothesis offer insights for AI security, concerning human-AI interactions [22]. Asimov’s Laws provide ethical guidelines enhancing AI system’s controllability and ethical behavior. Yet, ambiguity in AI behavior complicates adherence to these laws [23].

The Uncanny Valley Hypothesis highlights the comfort of users with human-like AI, stressing careful design to ensure secure AI usage [24]. Despite the theory’s cultural subjectivity, considering such perceptions augments holistic AI system design, balancing advancement with ethical responsibility and security. Multi-Agent System Theory offers valuable insights for developing autonomous systems and testing LLMs and AGI. Multi-agent systems of AI agents, each with unique attributes and decisions in a simulated digital city, can reveal emergent behavior and systemic strengths or weak points. Challenges, though, include agent synchronization, conflict resolution, and handling competition [25]. Despite these, the theory provides crucial support for AI testing in simulated environments. Situated Action Theory encourages adaptive, situation-driven behavior, enhancing AI responses to digital environments. This theory implies AI models should adapt dynamically to changes rather than sticking to prescribed actions. This approach equips AI to navigate unpredictability inherent in large networks.

However, translating these concepts into AI programming proves challenging due to reality’s multidimensional and ambiguous nature. Designing adaptive behavior based on Situated Action Theory helps decipher cognitive functions in simulated environments, paving the way for advanced, reliable AI systems.

Next, we examine the practical implementation of these theories for AGI, focusing on developing a digital
city. Subsequent section will reflect on the simulation’s results, offering insights for alignment of AI models.

3. Towards simulation of a digital city

A simulation-based methodology enhances the reliability, efficacy, and safety of Large Language Models (LLMs) in AGI development [26]. The authors note that simulations provide controlled settings for testing AI behaviors under various scenarios. This digital city simulation, inspired by McEwan et al. [27], effectively mimics real-life complex interactions in a controlled setting. As such, these tested procedures have become instrumental in AGI development.

In this research, a virtual reality framework adds a potent and immersive dimension to simulation studies, a paradigm gaining wider acceptance [28]. Enhanced with AI, this approach offers opportunities for in-depth analysis of AI interactions in realistic scenarios [29].

By incorporating virtual reality, we tap into a broader social sciences research, and a toolkit for understanding social dynamics [31].

A simulation-based approach as noted by Bostrom & Yudkowsky [32], enhances the evaluation of AI, especially LLMs behavior. This methodology, bolstered by a virtual reality dimension, holds potential to remarkable breakthroughs in AGI understanding and enhancement.

Automated simulations for LLMs form the cornerstone of our approach, offering reproducible, scalable, and complex interactive environments [33]. Our digital city employs a multi-agent-based simulation framework, modeling a population of autonomous AI agents or ‘digital citizens’ [34]. Heath et al. [35] affirm the effectiveness of such agent-based models in understanding complex environments.

The development of this digital realm involves iterative creation of autonomous agents operating within defined parameter spaces [36]. Their autonomy determines their dynamics within the city [37]. A meticulously designed environment, where the AI agents function, necessitates a thorough attention to interactions, constraints, and choices [38]. Continuity in learning behavior and refinement of AI agents are ensured by a reinforcement learning approach, as proposed by Leike et al. [2]. The creation of these simulations significantly influences the lockdown approach’s effectiveness in providing real-life scenario-based insights for AGI.

Describing the digital citizens, Bartneck et al. [39] underscore their importance in our simulation strategy. Acting as AI actors, these agents vary in personality, norms, and behaviors, enriching the simulation’s scenarios and insights. Autonomy, or the capacity to act independently, is critical for AI agents’ value and effectiveness [40].

Various learning models, such as reinforcement learning, are utilized for shaping digital citizens [41]. Interaction and responsiveness to their environment, other AI agents, and external inputs is paramount [42]. Personified digital citizens, complete with autonomy, natural language-processing capabilities, character traits, and unique behaviors, significantly enhance multi-agent simulations [43]. Such enhancement underpins our objectives for AGI development [9].

Our digital environment’s richness allows observation and manipulation of variables influencing AI behavior, with significant emphasis on interactions and decision-making of digital citizens [44]. Interactions and decisions form the crux of our simulation, driving insights into AI behavior under various scenarios.

Interactions can range from simple exchanges to conflict resolutions and cooperative tasks [45]. Decision-making forms a crucial part of an autonomous agent’s function, stretching from simple choices to complex trade-offs [41]. These interactions and decisions provide data useful in refining AI models and informing digital technology policies [46]. Our simulation-based approach provides invaluable insights for AGI and influences its use [47]. The immersive environment offers simulations of significant clinical, social, and psychological interest [48]. These understandings, extending beyond AGI performance, help anticipate and shape AGI’s potential societal impact [49].

Data from the digital city facilitates bias addressing in AGI systems [50]. Areas like autonomous vehicles, robotics, customer service, and translation would gain from information acquired in the digital city environment [51]. The virtual city also underlines the ethical considerations and value alignment issues concerning AGI [9]. The use of a simulation approach in a digital city enriches understanding of AGI dynamics, helping society harness AGI innovations responsibly.

Aligning AI models with human values is critical, especially in AGI, which has the potential to mimic human-like reasoning, including ethical decision-making [9]. Observations from interactions within our simulated approach assist in identifying and rectifying AGI’s anomalies and misalignments.

Understanding how models encode knowledge is crucial for AI alignment [52]. Our simulation-based testing offers insights into AI’s cognitive understanding, giving a better overview of its decision-making processes. Decision-making in AGI leverages reinforcement learning, but it requires careful management to avoid endorsing undesired behaviors [46].

The behaviors and interactions of digital citizens
within our simulation offer rich data for AGI refinement [53]. This scenario-based data aids in developing safety measures, aligning AGI with human values, and mitigating the risks of AI integration into society. Consequently, this enables the creation of safer, controlled, and value-aligned AI systems.

4. Conclusion

AI growth necessitates innovative security solutions and alignment with human values. Through contriving a digital city with digital citizens, various societal interactions can be explored to gain insights into AI behavior. Key theories guiding our approach include social simulation and theory of reasoned action for studying AI behavior in social contexts. Robotics theories illuminate ethical considerations, informed by Asimov’s Laws of Robotics and the Uncanny Valley Hypothesis.

The application of Multi-Agent System Theory and Situated Action Theory helps manage AI behaviors, guiding interactions, and environment-response adaptations. This accentuates AI alignment with desired outcomes despite potential challenges. Our approach highlights automated simulations for exhaustive study of AI behavior. Autonomous citizens’ interactions provide rich data for understanding autonomy, crucial for AGI refinement and broader societal applications. Simulations also help design value-aligned AGIs. However, challenges exist with theory application to AI programming and replicating real-world effects. Nevertheless, simulation-based approaches show promise for aligning AI with human values, despite complexities.

Our approach also has limitations, primarily the difficulty in replicating complexities of real societies within a digital space. Translating theoretical concepts into AI programming presents additional challenges. Biases in AI models can be perpetuated from training environments, and defining "desirable" behavior for AI alignment proves complex.

Future research can enhance simulation realism using advanced VR and AR technology. Focus should also be on refining theory integration into AI programming and developing automated bias correction frameworks. There’s also the need to build definitions of AI alignment that respect the dynamism of values across cultures. This research is a starting point for harnessing theories and simulation-based approaches towards value-aligned AGI.
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